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Track-ready Focus ST Edition is the most complete Ford hot 
hatch ever 
 
• New Ford Focus ST Edition combines racecar-style adjustable suspension, Brembo 

front brakes and EcoBoost power to deliver road- and track-ready responsiveness 
 

• Specification includes the options that Focus ST customers choose most for ultimate 
day-to-to comfort, with B&O audio, Driver Assist Pack and Winter Pack all standard 

 

• Unique Azura Blue exterior with High Gloss Black detailing and distinctive Motion 
Blue interior stitching add to head-turning special edition exclusivity  

 

 

COLOGNE, Germany, April 10, 2024 – Ford today announced the most complete 
Ford Performance-developed Focus yet, with the introduction of the road- and track-ready 
Focus ST Edition. 1 
 
Designed to reward enthusiast drivers with racecar responses at the circuit, while delivering the 
creature comforts of a high-specification family car for the school run or commute, Focus 
ST Edition represents the ultimate in usable and practical performance. 
 
Available to order now in selected markets, the Focus ST Edition earns its Sports Technologies 
badge with advanced features including: 

• A Ford Performance-tuned adjustable coilover suspension system that allows enthusiast 
owners to fine-tune driving dynamics to their personal preferences 

• Alloy wheels made using a flow-forming process also used to make aerospace 
components  

• Brembo front brakes that ensure powerful and consistent braking lap after lap  

• Ford’s 280 PS 2, 3 2.3-litre EcoBoost engine for 0-100 km/h acceleration in 5.7 seconds, 
and 420 Nm 2, 3 of torque for potent in-gear acceleration 

 
Focus ST Edition is as comfortable getting owners to a track day as it is capable when it gets 
there, with the most popular option packs from the Focus ST range included as standard for 
quick getaways on frozen winter mornings, effortless highway cruising and premium audio for 
road trip soundtracks.  
 
A unique Azura Blue exterior with High Gloss Black details, as well as Motion Blue interior 
highlights, add unmistakeable exclusivity. 
 
“The new Focus ST Edition represents the best of Ford Performance in a usable, everyday 
package,” said Stefan Muenzinger, Ford Performance manager, Europe. “Sports Technologies 
mean drivers don’t have to compromise on versatility but can still enjoy the thrill of a track day.” 
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Control and confidence 
 
The Focus ST Edition’s adjustable suspension is delivered with a Ford Performance-developed 
setup, tested extensively across Europe including at Germany’s Nürburgring Nordschleife. 
 
The two-way adjustable coilover suspension system, produced by motorsport specialists 
KW Automotive, features twin tube stainless steel damper housings and powder-coated springs. 
Lowered 10 mm front and rear compared with the standard Focus ST for greater balance and 
control, a further adjustment of 20 mm is available to the customer. Spring rates are increased 
by more than 50 per cent compared with the standard Focus ST. 
 
Twelve jounce settings – the degree of upward damper movement allowed as the wheel 
contacts a bump in the road, and 16 rebound settings – the speed at which the damper returns 
to position after an upward movement, give Focus ST Edition drivers an even greater degree of 
control over cornering responses.  
 
The Focus ST Edition is also supplied with a technical document providing recommended 
suspension settings for a variety of driving conditions – including specific settings for the 
Nordschleife – to help performance driving enthusiasts fine-tune their driving experiences. 
 
The lightweight 19-inch alloy wheels reduce unsprung mass by 10 per cent at each corner of the 
vehicle. The wheels are constructed using a flow forming process, which compacts the 
aluminium alloy to retain tensile strength and increase shock resistance while using less 
material. The wheels’ reduced mass means they can change direction faster to hug the road or 
track surface profile and help high performance Pirelli P Zero Corsa tyres grip for optimised 
acceleration, braking and cornering. 
 
Available exclusively in five-door hatchback and six-speed manual gearbox configuration, the 
Focus ST Edition 1 features a 2.3-litre EcoBoost engine with a low-inertia twin-scroll 
turbocharger to deliver 280 PS 2, 3 at 5,500rpm and 420 Nm 2, 3 of torque from 3,000 rpm, 
resulting in 0-100 km/h acceleration in 5.7 seconds and a top speed of 250 km/h. 
 

Ready for the road 
 
Being an enthusiast driver shouldn’t mean suffering a lack of creature comforts day to day. The 
Focus ST Edition features as standard the option packs that Focus ST customers opt for most 
often, including sophisticated driver assistance systems.  
 
The Driver Assist Pack includes Adaptive Cruise Control 4 with Speed Sign Recognition and 
Lane Centring, which is designed to make highway driving in particular less demanding, plus 
Blind Spot Information System with Cross Traffic Alert, 3 which supports the driver when 
manoeuvring. 
 
Focus ST Edition also features a 675 W B&O Premium Sound System with ten speakers and a 
subwoofer, while the standard Winter Pack includes a heated steering wheel and a Quickclear 
heated windscreen for rapid defrosting in icy conditions. 
 
Every Focus ST Edition is finished in Azura Blue – exclusive to the model within the Focus ST 
range – complemented with High Gloss Black alloy wheels, roof, rear spoiler and diffuser, door 
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mirrors and ST badge surrounds. Inside there is Motion Blue stitching for the Ford Performance 
seats, steering wheel, gear shift gaiter, centre console knee pads and floor mats. 
 
The Focus ST Edition joins the existing Focus ST line-up that offers five-door and wagon body 
styles with the option of a seven-speed automatic transmission. 
 

# # # 
  
1 Ford Focus ST Edition EcoBoost homologated CO2 emissions 185-189 g/km WLTP, homologated fuel efficiency 
8.1-8.3 l/100 km WLTP. 
 
Ford Focus ST EcoBoost homologated CO2 emissions 182-189 g/km WLTP, homologated fuel efficiency 7.9-8.3 
l/100 km WLTP. 
 
The declared WLTP fuel/energy consumptions, CO2-emissions and electric range are determined according to the 
technical requirements and specifications of the European Regulations (EC) 715/2007 and (EU) 2017/1151 as last 
amended. The applied standard test procedures enable comparison between different vehicle types and different 
manufacturers. 
 
2 Horsepower and torque ratings tested to ECE R85-00. 
 
3 Horsepower and torque are independent attributes and may not be achieved simultaneously. 

 

4 Driver-assist features are supplemental to and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgement and need to control 

the vehicle. 

# # # 
 

Ford, a global American brand woven into the fabric of Europe for more than 100 years, is committed to 
freedom of movement that goes hand-in-hand with looking after the planet and each other. The 
company’s Ford+ plan, with Model e, Ford Pro and the Ford Blue business units is accelerating its 
European transformation to an all-electric and carbon neutral future by 2035. The company is driving 
forward with bold, new EVs, each one designed with European drivers in mind and innovating with 
services to help people connect, communities grow, and businesses thrive. Selling and servicing Ford 
vehicles in 50 individual European markets, operations also include the Ford Motor Credit Company, Ford 
Customer Service Division and 14 manufacturing facilities (eight wholly owned and six unconsolidated 
joint venture facilities) with four centres based in Cologne, Germany; Valencia, Spain and at our joint 
venture in Craiova, Romania and Kocaeli, Türkiye.  Ford employs approximately 34,000 people at its 
wholly owned facilities and consolidated joint ventures and approximately 57,000 people including 
unconsolidated businesses across Europe. More information about the company, its products and Ford 
Credit is available at corporate.ford.com. 
 
Ford in Belgium & Luxemburg 
Ford Belgium distributes Ford vehicles and Ford original parts in Belgium & Luxemburg, since 1922. 
Ford Lommel Proving Ground is the lead test facility for validation of all Ford models in Europe, with 
approximately 370 employees. 
Ford Lommel Proving Ground offers high end Drive Training for external companies, associations and 
private individuals.  
 

# # # 
 

Contact: 
Jo Declercq – Directeur Communications & Public Affairs – 02.482.21.03 – jdecler2@ford.com 
Julien Libioul – Press Officer – 02.482.21.05 – jlibioul@ford.com 
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